We describe a complete analysis pipeline for detecting and estimating gravitational wave signals in conjunction with observations of astrophysical phenomena with an electromagnetic or particle signature, examples of such phenomena being gamma ray bursts (GRB) and supernovae neutrino bursts. Our data analysis methods explicitly account for non-Gaussian and nonstationary features in real interferometric data. This pipeline is meant for signal searches in conjunction with individual GRB triggers and is being used for the analysis of data from the LIGO science runs (S1 and S2). However, many aspects of the pipeline are quite general and can also be used for other broadband interferometric detectors.
Introduction
Searches for gravitational wave (GW) signals can be performed in two ways: an untriggered search and an externally triggered search. The former method searches for GW signals with random arrival times. In the latter method, an astrophysical phenomenon, called a trigger, is first observed in a non-GW detector such as an optical telescope or neutrino detector. The search for GW signals is then restricted to an astrophysically motivated range of arrival times around a trigger time. In principle, a GW detector could also be used to trigger searches with other GW detectors.
Within the context of GW burst signal (GWB) searches, the sensitivity of the externally triggered method is potentially much higher than that of the untriggered method. (1) The restriction on GWB arrival times leads to a reduction in the false signal probability and, thus, 5 Present address: The University of Texas at Brownsville, 80 Fort Brown, Brownsville, TX 78520, USA. the detection threshold. ( 2) The non-GW observation can be used as a guide in selecting specific astrophysical models and, thus, optimizing the GWB search algorithm. The latter feature truly distinguishes a triggered search from other types of searches. Of course, the externally triggered method is necessarily limited to already observed phenomena while the untriggered method can turn up completely new ones.
Type II supernovae and gamma ray bursts (GRBs) are potentially strong sources of GWB emission in the ground-based detection band (∼10 to 1000 Hz). Both have an observable electromagnetic or particle signature and can, therefore, act as external triggers in a GW search. A new class of triggers called x-ray flashes (XRFs) have appeared starting with BEPPO-SAX observations [1] . Sources of XRFs are likely to be closely related to GRBs [2] and, hence, they are also potentially important GW emitters.
GRBs are detected at present at a rate of ∼1 per day and all current astrophysical models suggest that the delay between a gravitational wave signal and the gamma ray signal is quite small (∼0.1 to ∼100 s). In contrast, type II supernovae are detected at a much lower rate and the delay between the optical signature by which they are most easily detected and the gravitational wave signal is likely to be a few hours. From the point of view of developing an analysis pipeline, therefore, GRBs are more useful at the moment. A neutrino signal from a supernova should be nearly coincident in time with the GW signal. Our analysis, though developed for GRBs, would be directly applicable to such a trigger also. However, current neutrino detectors are limited in sensitivity and, hence, the rate of such high quality triggers is expected to be quite low over the foreseeable future. The usefulness of optical supernovae triggers will grow as interferometric detectors become more sensitive.
Among earlier works on GRB triggered GW searches, Piran and Kochanek [3] proposed using GRBs to trigger searches for GW signals from binary neutron star (NS) inspiral and mergers. However, an untriggered search for neutron star binary inspirals and mergers may have a better chance of detecting a signal since GRBs are almost certainly strongly beamed and those that point towards us will be more sparsely distributed. Besides, there is strong evidence now to exclude binary mergers as progenitors for long duration GRBs which form a substantial fraction of the total population. Finn et al [4] proposed an approach based on cross-correlation which requires little prior knowledge of progenitor models. A scheme was proposed whereby cross-correlated outputs from multiple GRB triggers can be combined to improve the collective signal to noise ratio. A multiple GRB trigger analysis for binary inspiral searches was investigated in [5] . Multi-trigger analyses in the context of resonant mass detectors have been investigated by [6] [7] [8] .
The aim of the analysis pipeline described here is to search for GW signals in coincidence with individual GRBs. An important feature of this pipeline is that it is geared towards the analysis of real interferometer data with all their attendant complications such as lines and non-stationarity. We use a sophisticated approach to cross-correlation in which we scan a range of free parameters. We use current astrophysical theories to limit the ranges of these parameters [9] .
There are several parts to our analysis pipeline. First comes the collection of triggers (we focus on GRBs at the moment). Next the interferometric dataset to use for searches around the triggers is fixed. This dataset consists of a pair of interferometer outputs in two parts, on-source and off-source data. The former are a stretch of data near the trigger in which a potential GW signal exists while the latter are data that are unlikely to contain such a signal. The dataset is preprocessed (or conditioned) and then fed into our signal search algorithm. The final results must then be converted into astrophysically meaningful ones.
Our search algorithm uses off-source data to optimize parameters of conditioning, to measure sensitivity to various burst waveforms, to measure the expected false alarm rate and to standardize statistics derived from the on-source data.
From the on-source data we generate cross-correlations over a region of our search parameter space. We use three different test statistics at this stage to process the multidimensional output and generate potential candidate events. After setting a detection threshold based on an estimated false alarm rate, the sensitivity for a large number of simulated and astrophysically motivated waveforms is measured via software and hardware injections. If no candidate events are found above the detection threshold, an upper limit can be set.
The development of our search algorithm has been guided by our experience with real and realistic data. Often, gravitational wave data analysis algorithms are designed or characterized for the ideal case of Gaussian and stationary noise. However, if special care is not taken to account for features of real data such as non-stationarity an algorithm developed for ideal noise may perform quite poorly with real data. Our algorithms have, on the other hand, been designed to handle features of real data and are constructed to be robust. As a consequence, we have many design choices in algorithm construction as opposed to the Gaussian, stationary noise case where an optimum algorithm is usually straightforward to construct theoretically.
Currently, significant amount of realistic data is available from the LIGO detectors, either as playground segments from science runs or good quality commissioning data from the 'freeze' periods before the science runs. Also, an effort to generate simulated noise with realistic properties (including non-stationarity) modelled after real data is under way [10] . Hence, there are plenty of real and realistic data that can be used to validate our design choices.
The robust approach to algorithm design has led us to a method with good sensitivity in real data for short burst waveforms where the signal shape is unknown, but the source direction is known. The method can also be modified for sources with unknown direction, though the relative degradation in performance due to an increased false alarm rate remains to be measured.
In this paper, we describe the present form of our analysis pipeline and present preliminary measures of sensitivity using simple simulated noise and signals. The detailed description and performance characterization with real interferometer data will have to be the material of a future paper.
Collection of triggers
LIGO has connections to two major networks specializing in distribution of GRB observational data from various sources from which we receive timely notices through the internet. LIGO is also connected to the supernova early warning system (SNEWS) [11] .
The GRB coordinates network (GCN) [12] is an internet-based, near real-time distributor of GRB and related notices, compiling observations from several observatories and satellites. It also serves as a distributor of follow-up reports supplied by the GRB community. The third interplanetary network (IPN3) relies on a system of orbiting spacecraft equipped with GRB detectors. IPN3 derives the source direction information via triangulation, utilizing the varying arrival time of the burst at each spacecraft. Reports are available via the internet several days after the burst. Recently, the IPN3 has been circulating its notices through the GCN.
The GCN notices are automatically parsed and relevant information such as sky direction and time of event are extracted and stored. This information can also be stored in an LDAS (Ligo data analysis system) database. A system has been implemented to keep the LIGO controllers informed of triggers so that lock status can be maintained or extended.
The trigger information is then translated into quantities that are relevant to our data analysis algorithms. These are as follows.
Propagation time delay between interferometers. The propagation time delay is the projection of the vector connecting the two interferometers, L H 2−L1 , on the unit vector pointing to the trigger sky position.
Internal time shift between interferometers. In addition to the arrival time difference due to the XRF source location relative to the Earth, we have to account for corrections from the LIGO timing system.
Effects of spacecraft location on start time. We calculate the delay between the arrival time of the GRB at the spacecraft and the L1 interferometer. This is a negligible correction for current GRB triggers.
Signal attenuation factor. The LIGO interferometers do not have completely isotropic antenna patterns. Thus, the amplitude of the observed signal depends on its orientation with respect to each of the interferometers. We use this information along with estimates of sky position error to assign the quality of a trigger.
Selection of datasets
As mentioned in section 1, our dataset consists of pairs of interferometer outputs which is further demarcated into on-source and off-source data. We use off-source data to optimize the free parameters of the search algorithm, to measure sensitivity to various burst waveforms, to measure the expected false alarm rate and to standardize the statistics derived from the on-source data. Though, in principle, the off-source data can be collected from any stretch including ones that belong to different lock periods, we restrict ourselves to the same lock stretch as the one containing the on-source data.
The on-source data consist of a segment from each interferometer. Let t γ . Then the segment from B is chosen such that it lasts from t = t 1 + τ (AB) to t = t 2 + τ AB . Since the delay between the GRB trigger and the GW signal is intrinsic to the source, this also ensures that the GW signals in each segment line up. However, the offset of the GW signal from the segment origin is unknown a priori. Most astrophysical models suggest that the GW signal is emitted either before or simultaneously with the GRB trigger so that it would be appropriate to choose
γ . However, we also allow for astrophysical models that are exceptions [13] for which t 
Data conditioning
Raw interferometric data must be conditioned in order to achieve the best sensitivity for our search algorithms. For our algorithms, the most beneficial conditioning is to remove high power narrowband noise sources or lines from the data. The detrimental effect of lines on cross-correlation based searches has been studied in [14] . Next, the data are bandpass filtered to (1) throw away the extremely strong seismic noise at low frequencies and to (2) throw away higher frequencies where no astrophysical models predict a GW signal from GRBs while the noise power continues to rise.
Finally, we would like the cleaned and bandpassed data to have a flat power spectral density in the band of interest. These are called whitened data. Among other things, whitening simplifies the theoretical analyses of algorithms. If the noise were stationary, whitening entails no loss of performance and it can be implemented via a suitably designed linear time invariant whitening filter. Strictly speaking, power spectral density is an undefined quantity for non-stationary noise but the notion can be used in an approximate sense there also. Correspondingly, non-stationary noise can be approximately whitened which is also beneficial.
We use a pre-processing procedure developed in collaboration with [15] that combines all the steps mentioned above. However, alternative methods are available for data whitening [16, 18] as well as the removal of lines [19] [20] [21] [22] . We intend to test some of these alternative methods in the context of a triggered search in the future.
Ideally, each interferometer output should be calibrated to have units of strain as the first step of conditioning, but there are several practical problems involved. However, we use whitened data and since a cross-correlation can be constructed out of the products of discrete Fourier transforms [23] , we only need the difference in calibration phases. Therefore, a time domain filter is constructed that applies the proper phase difference calibration to one of the interferometer outputs.
Search algorithm

Overview
As indicated earlier, our search algorithm is based on the cross-correlation of pairs of interferometer outputs. Cross-correlation based methods are well suited for the problem of signals having a priori unknown waveforms that are observed by multiple detectors. However, we do not use the cross-correlation itself as a test statistic. Instead we transform our pair of raw interferometer outputs into a multi-dimensional field built out of cross-correlations generated over a space of free parameters (see below). It is this multi-dimensional transform that is then processed as explained below.
We use non-parametric tests, carefully normalized cross-correlations and local measures of deviation from the expected behaviour. There is, of course, considerable freedom in the choices we need to make with respect to the above. We, therefore, validate the effectiveness of our design choices using real or realistic interferometric data. Simulations with Gaussian stationary noise are of very limited use for this purpose and are avoided. We do, however, run the final pipeline on Gaussian stationary noise to see how much our sensitivity is worsened by the necessity of taking real data into account. This does not mean, and this should be emphasized, that a method that was optimal for Gaussian stationary noise would necessarily perform better than our algorithm in real noise.
Basic definitions and notation
Let the two interferometric time series be x i [k], i = 1, 2 where k corresponds to the time index, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. Recall from section 3, that a relative temporal shift corresponding to the propagation time delay (cf section 2) is already present at this stage.
Let
Let µ i (δ, M) be the sample mean of
Let,
Let χ (δ 1 , δ 2 , M) be the ordinary cross-correlation with lag δ 1 − δ 2 between pairs of segments
We call M the integration length for the cross-correlation. We derive a more complex indicator of cross-correlation from χ ,
Essentially χ(δ 1 , δ 2 , M, K) is the same as the well-known cross-correlation coefficient [24] ,
but instead of the normalization in the denominator constructed out of the same segment as the numerator, we use segments local to but different from the numerator segments. The length, K, of the segments used in normalization is, in general, larger than M and is a parameter that is fixed by hand once at the beginning of a search. We choose K = 2M. In the following we drop this parameter from our expressions,
The indicator χ(δ 1 , δ 2 , M) has the property of being (nearly) scale invariant like the crosscorrelation coefficient. Hence, it is more robust against non-stationary variance of the noise. However, the latter has the undesirable property of putting the signal in the normalization factor which reduces the signal to noise ratio for strong signals. The indicator χ(δ 1 , δ 2 , M) is designed to avoid this problem.
Parameter scan
The indicator χ(δ 1 , δ 2 , M) depends on three free parameters: the offset from origin δ = δ 1 , the lag τ = δ 1 − δ 2 and the integration length M. The optimum values for these parameters depend not only on the duration of the signal but also on the amplitude of the signal [25] . It is therefore necessary, especially because of the latter, that several different values for these parameters be used in our search. The range of the parameters δ, M and τ can be fixed based on plausible astrophysical models of GRBs. The next logical step in the search algorithm then is to scan the parameter space, i.e., to generate a multi-dimensional transform, S(δ, τ, M), defined as
We call S(δ, τ, M) the S-volume.
Collapsing the S-volume
Information about a potential signal is hidden in the S-volume and needs to be collapsed into a test statistic that can be compared with a detection threshold. First, we need to collapse the S-volume to a two-dimensional plane. The plane S(δ, 0, M), called a corrgram [26] , is special in the sense that the signal-signal cross-correlation is maximized at the appropriate values of δ and M. However, the corrgram is just one section of the S-volume and it does not make the best use of potentially useful information along the τ direction. We have explored three semi-independent ways to collapse the S-volume (by one dimension) that have better performance than the corrgram. These lead to correspondingly different test statistics as follows.
First, there is a common step involved. For fixed δ and M, we smooth (the absolute value of) the sequence in τ , |C(τ ; δ, M)| = |S(δ, τ, M)|, by convolving it with a Gaussian kernel of fixed width which is smaller than the signal width that integration length (i.e., M ) is sensitive to. We continue to denote the smoothed sequence by C(τ ; δ, M). Smoothing allows easy extraction of the following properties:
• a range of τ centred at T max called the main lobe;
• the range of τ remaining after taking out twice the main lobe is called the side lobe.
We then collapse the S-volume into a two-dimensional plane in the following different ways.
LocPeak or 'S' method.
S(δ, τ, M) → S S (δ, M)
It is expected that in the case of coincident signals and random noise, C(0; δ, M) would be much more pronounced, compared to say C(τ M; δ, M). For uncorrelated noise there should not be any enhancement around the expected time lag of τ = 0. This allows discrimination between signals and noise. As this relative quantity is strictly computed based on local data, it is fairly insensitive to effects due to slow non-stationarity.
FineLag or 'T' method.
For external triggers with a well-known direction we correct for the propagation time delay by introducing a time shift between interferometers. In practice, it means that the maximum of the smoothed cross-correlation must occur very close to the expected time lag, τ = 0, for real coincident signals. For non-correlated noise this requirement does not exist, therefore we should expect no enhancement for any specific favoured time lag there. Therefore, T max is an independent measure of the presence of a real coincident signal.
LocStat or 'K' method.
When there is a coincident signal, the statistical behaviour of the cross-correlation function will be different in the main lobe when compared to the distributions in the side lobe. For uncorrelated noise there should not be any difference. We use the non-parametric two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between the sets of (unsmoothed) samples of C(τ ; δ, M) from the main and side lobes. This method is somewhat comparable to the one used in [7, 27] . However, there is a very significant difference in that, instead of relying on the comparison between data and expected Gaussian behaviour, our test compares locally obtained distributions. It is likely that this is useful when considering real data but disadvantageous when considering close to Gaussian data.
The three different collapses S S , S T and S K are not readily comparable. One can of course standardize these two-dimensional maps fairly easily. This is the next step.
Standardization of collapsed volume
We estimate the distribution of S S (δ, M) from off-source data for each value of M. These distributions are fairly stationary over different segments of the interferometer output x i [k] since the individual collapses were constructed to be resistant to non-stationarity. Based on these measured distributions one can easily convert the values of the on-source (and off-source) S S (δ, M), for a fixed M, into a significance value. That is, the probability, as estimated from the measured distribution, of the value of S S (δ, M) is greater than or equal to the observed value. The same procedure is repeated for S T and S K planes. After transformation to significance values, the S S , S T and S K planes are compatible and can be combined.
Event identification
After the standardization stage, a threshold is put and only the values of the collapsed planes above the threshold are retained while the rest are set to zero. Finally the two-dimensional plane S S (or S T , S K ) is collapsed into a one-dimensional sequence R S (δ) (or R T , R K ) by integrating the number of surviving values along M for a range of values of δ. The maximum of this one-dimensional sequence is then chosen as our test statistic S (or T , K ).
We can measure the covariance between the comparably sensitive S and K test statistics. The measured covariance matrix can then be diagonalized, thus yielding the linear combinations of S and K which are uncorrelated. These linear combinations are then combined in quadrature. Finally, T can be used as a veto on the combined test statistic.
Performance in Gaussian noise
A Monte Carlo simulation was carried out to study false alarm rate versus detection efficiency in ideal Gaussian and stationary noise. For each trial, pairs of Gaussian stationary noise sequences were generated with a sampling frequency of 16 384 kHz (corresponding to fast channels in LIGO). The rms of the noise sequences were set to be the same as estimated from stretches of real data from the S2 run of the LIGO Hanford 2 km and 4 km detectors. (The real data from each detector were bandpass filtered (250 to 1000 Hz) before estimating the rms.) Gaussian modulated sinusoidal signals with varying peak amplitudes were injected into the simulated noise.
The dataset was then passed through exactly the same pipeline as we would use for a real search. Figure 1 shows the detection efficiency as a function of the peak amplitude of the injected signal. Further details are mentioned in the caption of the figure.
Discussion
We have described a complete end to end analysis pipeline for carrying out a triggered search for gravitational wave burst signals. The search algorithm at the core of this pipeline is designed to handle complications in real data such as the presence of high power line features and non-stationarity. The algorithm uses a sophisticated approach based on cross-correlations computed over a three-dimensional parameter space. The information contained in this multidimensional volume is collapsed to a two-dimensional plane using three semi-independent methods (LocPeak, LocStat, FineLag), followed by a second collapse to a single test statistic. We find the performance of this algorithm to be very good in real data.
A follow-up to our current search strategy will be to combine the results obtained from the comparably sensitive LocPeak and LocStat methods. As these variables are not necessarily independent when considering random, uncorrelated noise one has to measure out the covariance matrix and diagonalize it to derive independent quantities as linear combinations of the LocPeak and the LocStat variables. The resulting quantities can be combined in quadrature. The significant clusters produced should then be vetoed based on the results of the FineLag method (i.e., veto them if the measured time lag is far from the expected time lag as compared to lags occurring in background data). The surviving candidates can then be further scrutinized by evaluating their signal shape, relative magnitude ratio and frequency content. At this point possible environmental and instrumental vetoes must be also considered to veto possible candidates.
With several currently operating GRB detectors (HETE2 [28] , INTEGRAL [29] ) and several planned ones (SWIFT [30] , GLAST [31] ), one can be assured of collecting 1000 or more GRB triggers over the next few years. A substantial number of these triggers will also have measured redshifts along with information about possible progenitors gleaned from afterglow observations, which would allow us to perform some selection on the trigger quality. It is therefore imperative that use be made of these triggers in conjunction with data from the large scale GW interferometers which will attain stable performance levels over the same timescale.
